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About This Game

Story Details
Past Cure is a dark psychological thriller that blurs the lines between dreams and reality. An intense, cinematic, story-driven

experience that challenges the player to use mind-bending mental abilities to survive. After years of torture, former elite soldier
Ian lives in a safe house with his brother, struggling with memory loss and the effects of the experiments he was forced to

endure. In an attempt to tap into the hidden power of the mind, his captors left him scarred with unrelenting nightmares, visions
and unstable powers such as time manipulation and telekinesis. Driven by his desperate need for the truth and a thirst for

revenge; Ian, aided by his brother, sets out on a thrilling hunt for the masterminds of this conspiracy, hoping to uncover exactly
what was done to him and why? As Ian plunges into a criminal underworld in pursuit of his only lead, he is forced to use his

powers more and more to survive. But with each use, his mind becomes ever more detached from reality, revealing the presence
of an even darker force at play.
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- A story driven supernatural thriller
Past Cure is a cinematic, story driven experience where the player follows the struggle of a broken man searching for the

missing pieces of his mind. With intense cutscenes and intriguing story items throughout the levels, the player can unravel a
story that will keep them guessing til the end.

Action vs. Stealth
 Be bold and engage your enemies with time bending gun battles and brutal jaw crunching combos. Or pick the stealthy

approach where evasion tactics and slick stealth takedowns allow you to outsmart your enemies in silence. Choose the right
approach to each situation as there are pros and cons to each playing style.

Mind bending abilities
Unleash the unlocked power of Ian’s mind against those who unlocked it. To truly master the Past Cure experience, players must

utilise time manipulation and astral projection to gain an edge on opponents and overcome obstacles.

Dreams vs reality
Ians mind is torn between the gritty real world and the nightmarish horror of his dreams. Past Cure contrasts between the cold,
brutal combat orientated levels of the real world, to the more puzzle solving and survival gameplay in the abstract dreamworlds.
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Title: Past Cure
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Phantom 8 Studio
Publisher:
Phantom 8 Studio
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (64-bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core i5-2400/AMD FX-8320 or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 670 2GB/AMD Radeon HD 7870 2GB or better

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 13 GB available space

English,French,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,German,Hungarian
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I dont care about the negative reviews. I am enjoying it and i think its a decent game.

The only thing i want to mention that bothered me is the price, its a bit too high in my opinion.. the more you advance in the
game the better the story gets, and nice choice of background sound, which added to the suspense of the game, got me on the
edge of my seat the whole time lol. +10 thumbs up :D. The Cinematics are nice... Sadly that's it where the positives of this game
ends.
- Boring level design
- Boring Fightning system
- Poor voice acting

I know that tastes are different for each of u s, but this game simply did not cut it for me here.
I stopped playing 1 hour 20 minutes into the game and reached out to valve for a refund.
So sad, cause the trailers look awesome. I really wanted to love this. I was so excited, talking to the devs prior to the release. The
concept seemed interesting, the graphics looked stunning. I loved that this game was about stealth and puzzle solving. I didn't
look at any of the demos before it came out because I wanted to play it with fresh eyes.

To its credit, the game starts off strong. There's a lot of intrigue, the graphics are captivating. You expect a bit of tutorial in the
beginning. But after an hour and a half of playing this game live on stream I had to agree with some of the negative reviews:
- The voice acting is flat, wrecking any kind of drama and suspense
- The game spends waaaaayyyy too long on the tutorial and the levels, leaving huge gaps of time between plot advancement
- The stealth mechanic is a bit wonky. I'm not taking too much off for this one since you do have the ability to fight\/shoot but
clearly that's not what the intention of the game is.

What really turned me off of this game was the response from the developers on Twitter. They're proud of their development,
which they should be -- a nice effort from a small dev team. But they have been blasting negative reviewers, saying that they're
not interested in bad reviews. Even going so far as to retweet a negative review and calling to the community to "review the
reviewer". Once this started to get some views, they deleted the post. They have made it very clear that all they want to hear is
the good feedback and yet still asking for people to give them feedback.

There's nothing wrong with being proud of your work, and yes there are people in the play community who will rant about any
flaw. All that said, there are some significant gaps in this game. Even if the developer didn't agree, blasting less-than-positive
reviews in a public forum is such bad form.. A Cross of Evil Within and Matrix try it if like those two. The Cinematics are
nice... Sadly that's it where the positives of this game ends.
- Boring level design
- Boring Fightning system
- Poor voice acting

I know that tastes are different for each of u s, but this game simply did not cut it for me here.
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I stopped playing 1 hour 20 minutes into the game and reached out to valve for a refund.
So sad, cause the trailers look awesome. Great psychological thriller that you'll spend hours playing! Follow the great storyline
as it moves from one reality to the next to solve the "who what why"

Lots of special moves in the combat system. Great Matrix like slowmo kill / takedown mode.

More than one way to solve each situation.

Great developer, fantastic indie game!

. Here is my Past Cure video review: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3ioOjhlxXY&t=113s

While I would post this and give it a recommend on the steam page, it comes with some serious caveats. The team here is small
and they aimed for a big cinematic experience. You won't get the same caliber of quality even if that's what you're expecting.

If you like what you see on the media and on the reviews here on STEAM, be sure to know the game is rather short. My
playtime was 8 hours and that was after having to start over almost half way when my save game was deleted for some reason.
It's around 5 to 6 hours. The story is super intriguing but there really isn't much to it and no real good pay off. The combat is
basic, stealth is basic, but servicable, but there is really no debth whatsoever. If you look at this game like narrative driven
experience with some interactivity, it's easier to digest, but the narative just ends.

Let's hope with this first entry, the devs can really excell and learn from the experience and knock it out of the part with a
sequel. I'd reccomend it if you know all this and are ok with what you get, otherwise, it's something most will probably want to
avoid.. OK, it\u00b4s far from flawless and has some issues that definately need to be fixed. But it\u00b4s better than some
reviews would make you think. I realy like the atmosphere and the way they tell their story.... I really wanted to like this game,
from all the animations and mocap to the dev's themselves but I just cant recommend it. the whole first hour is one long tutorial
and its just not fun. People can learn the controls themselves, we arent 5 anymore, regardless I thought the stealth was going to
save this game and it failed to do that. Sorry Phantom 8 but its gonna be a no from me
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A Cross of Evil Within and Matrix try it if like those two. I played this game before the patch, and i was disapointed with the
story telling, the ugly UI and some scenaries but yesterday i had the chance to play the new patch and i said "jesus what a great
changes those guys made", everything is like i expected, it´s like if it were other game.. I really wanted to like this game, from
all the animations and mocap to the dev's themselves but I just cant recommend it. the whole first hour is one long tutorial and
its just not fun. People can learn the controls themselves, we arent 5 anymore, regardless I thought the stealth was going to save
this game and it failed to do that. Sorry Phantom 8 but its gonna be a no from me. Nope. Not a 30$ game. It's a Max Payne 2
wannabe. Terrible...absolutely terrible!. the more you advance in the game the better the story gets, and nice choice of
background sound, which added to the suspense of the game, got me on the edge of my seat the whole time lol. +10 thumbs up
:D
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